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The SPEAKER (quarxilon) took the chair at 14 00, made an acknowledgement of country and
read prayers.

19203
Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: First on the agenda PR (ref) bill. There are two amendments introduced by the
member minebuilder1223, to be voted in later. does the bill proposer Mopsi wish to speak?
The PRIME MINISTER: No.
The SPEAKER: before you begin. are you intending to explain the amendments?
Minebuilder1223: Yes.
The SPEAKER: oh alright. in that case. 10 minutes for you
Minebuilder1223: No need alr but okay. Thank you mr speaker. I have tabled 2 amendments
upon looking at previous hansards, asking for community consultation and reviewing with
members of the executive. I am intent on having this bill passed today. There has been much
deliberation. And i believe the amendments tabled today will be what this house has desired.
The first amendments simply seeks to add a new option, this option extends PR rights to be
equal to citizen rights except for participation in parliament or the right to vote at elections. The
second amendment seeks to entirely reconfigure the format of the referendum to help solve the
problem of mutual exclusivity and therefore give more diverse options for the public to choose.
This is done by splitting it into 5 questions. each with 2 options, and provides the public with
more choice on how they see fit to introduce the PR rank.
The SPEAKER: Exactly 5 minutes. Alright. Anyone wish to comment on the proposed
amendments? Does the member kangaroo567 wish to speak?
Kangaroo567: no autojump sry
The SPEAKER: alright. then shall we vote on the amendments?
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The SPEAKER: first one, amendment to: add a new option between existing options A and B:
the option to provide PRs with the same rights as citizens except the right to vote and
participate in parliament
Question put to the House
Division Required

Division:
AYES
1. Delfino88
2. PLaNKTheNoOB
3. Mirai50

NOES
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hinwapoon
Kangaroo567
Minebuilder1223
Mopsistudios
Soso123
Traxikaofficial
wong2750

AYES: 4 NOES: 11
Motion is therefore negated.
The SPEAKER: The first amendment has been defeated. Up Next, the second amendment a
progressive approach to the PR referendum. does anyone wish to speak on the 2nd
amendment before voting?
The SPEAKER: No? alright then. Aye or nay to the second amendment.
Question put to the House and agreed on.
The SPEAKER: alright alright. second amendment (b) has passed. since the second
amendment proposes drastic changes to the initial bill, the speaker recommends that. this
PR(ref) bill be given another reading to allow others to process the changes accordingly before
the final vote. does the proposer still wish to hold the final vote now? seeing as there is no
response.
The PRIME MINISTER: FInal vote now.
Minebuilder1223: Point of order. The default process is that the bill moves to a vote. It needs to
be a motion and a vote to adjourn the bill.
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The SPEAKER: if its a vote that’s needed, here we go. the long awaited final vote for the
Permanent Residency (Referendum) bill. the question is that shall the PR(R) bill pass with the
proposal of a referendum on the introduction of the PR rank, with Amendment (b) applied?
Question put to the House and agreed on.
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Permanent Residency (Referendum) Bill
A

BILL
TO
To make provision for the holding of a referendum in WolvHaven on whether the Permanent
Residency Rank should be introduced.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. “PR Rank” refers to the Permanent Residency Rank.
b. “PR” refers to a Permanent Resident.
2. Referendum
a. A referendum is to be held on whether the Permanent Residency Act 2018 should
be implemented.
i.
The referendum will not be legally binding.
b. The date of the referendum will be decided by a committee as per section 4.
c. The question that is to appear on the ballot papers is “Should WolvHaven
introduce the Permanent Residency Rank and in what form?”.
i.
The 3 alternate answers to this question as will appear on the ballot
papers are1. “OPTION A- Introduce the PR Rank whilst changing the criteria
to allow for inactive citizens to be demoted to the PR rank,
increase the maximum number of warnings for a PR to become
Citizen to 1 warning and remove the need for an introductory
letter / OPTION B- Introduce the PR rank without changes /
OPTION C- Reject the PR rank”.
d. The referendum will be conducted using the Option Preferential Voting (OPV)
method.
3. Entitlement to vote in the referendum
a. Those entitled to vote in the referendum are the persons who, on the date of the
referendum, would be entitled to vote as electors at a general election.
4. Referendum Committee
a. A committee will be created to decide the date of the referendum, organise and
prepare the referendum.
b. The committee will consist of all elected Members of Parliament and all Senators.
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c. The committee is to be disbanded immediately after the date of the referendum.
5. Extent
a. This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven.
6. Commencement
a. All sections come into force on the day this act is passed.
7. Short Title
a. This act may be cited as the Permanent Residency (Referendum) Act 2o19.
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19301
Statute Amendment Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: Now we continue to the next bill: the Statute Amendment Bill by the member
minebuilder1223.
 inebuilder1223:  Thank you mr speaker. In response to silverwolv's comments in the last
M
session. I have compiled a basic treatise on parliamentary practice that may be followed when
we move to discord parliament. Therefore i believe all preparations have been made for the
move. All that is required now, is a vote to approve this bill and henceforth abolish physical
parliament. The ball is now in our court.
The SPEAKER: does anyone want to comment? No one?
Ohuehue: Thank you mr Speaker. My question to mibu is will it cause chaos in Discord if the
physical parliament is gone.
Minebuilder1223: Thank you Mr Speaker. Special discord channels will be setup as per the
treatise, and a close eye will be paid to these channels. The change will also mean that only
MPs will be able to vote. that will be established through discord permissions with regard to
reactions. I can see the member opposite bobbing. Sorry for the delay.
The SPEAKER: does the member mibu want an extension?
Minebuilder1223: All votes will be made in a permanent discord channel with all votes
recorded. may i extend my time to 10 mins
The SPEAKER: is 5 minutes alright? Approved
Minebuilder1223: Of course, if we allowed all members to vote on discord, the votes would not
be proportionate or representative and would be too unwieldy, therefore undermining the
legitimacy of parliament. We have already held a trial of this format in discord and we didnt
observe any chaos or problems. therefore we are confident this move won't cause "chaos"
Mirai50: Would conducting the parliament through discord come at the expense of losing a WH
tradition of having physical parliament. It seems that it does so to some extent even though the
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opening ceremony will be held in this physical parliament. Maybe there can be a plugin to
connect in server messages to discord that's activated only when parliament is on. I would
appreciate if the bill proposer considers adding this to the bill. So that people have a choice
between physically attending parliament to preserve tradition and have it through discord. This
is a compromise.
PLankTheNoOb: Thank your Mr Speaker. I have a question directed to the proposer party of
this bill. I have concerns that discord parliament was intended to make all wolvhaven citizens
participate to it. With the enactment of letting only mps to vote you're automatically going
against this principle. and I do believe that in this way there would be an oligarchy, not a
democracy. you have to consider that unlike irl parliaments we have really but really lesser
members in the chamber. would you let only 10 people decide on the future of the server?
The PRIME MINISTER: Cause there are 10 MPs?
PLankTheNoOb: And additionally, not all MPs will always be there to vote. I see this as an
excuse to bring all the power in the hands of few people, please consider these factors before
voting.
Ohuehue: Thank you Mr Speaker. I would like the house to correct me if I am wrong but the
sole purpose of the Parliament is to lay everything on the table to discuss state matters by
giving everyone a voice by leaving only a board of people to decide which is like the Senate.
Then what is the point of our parliament. If the sole purpose of it is gone. I would like the house
to consider my thought before voting.
The SPEAKER: this is expected to be contemptuous.
Minebuilder1223: May i ask. How many people are sitting in this chamber today? 13. There are
14 MPs in parliament. as in, 14 MPs that were elected to parliament last election. The
attendance of parliament usually hovers around 10. And the entire problem that this change is
trying to fix is lack of attendance and participation of parliament. specifically form the american
and east asian demographic. As our server demographic diversifies, the legitimacy of this
parliament deceases. I appreciate my honourable colleagues whimsical descriptions of the
purpose of parliament. but in reality, it is simply a delegation of power from the unelected
executive to a democratically elected legislature. Because if we weren’t making these decisions,
the admins would without any of our input. If we continue in this current parliamentary format,
we risk losing parliament altogether. And discord parliament would allow many more MPs to
vote anyway. Which would be more representative of the parties that most of the wolvhaven
electorate choose.
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Mirai50: I would like to touch on the idea that MPs would only be allowed to vote. A
compromise would be to give MPs 2 votes and the rest of us including me 1 vote. it would
ensure that those elected by the populace and hence fulfilling the purpose of elections well but
at the same time citizens get to have a say too (Direct democracy). This is one possible solution
which is a compromise.
PLankTheNoOB: may I ask an extend of the time on this bill? as this is really important
Question put to the House and agreed on.
The SPEAKER: we shall resume after a 2 minute toilet break. we shall now resume the 2nd half
of the Statute Amendment Bill (2nd r).
PLankTheNoOB: Thank you Mr Speaker. first of all we're not all elected mps here today. And
secondly, I find that honourable member mirai idea could be a possible way out to this.
otherwise , we should just have a referendum on this , wherever we should only let mp to vote,
or all people that follow the election. seeing the importance of this enactment, I do think that we
should proceed really careful on this. additionally, I think that there would not be much
opposition if only mps voted
Minebuilder1223: Thank you Mr Speaker. Can i draw attention to the fact that there are 214
verified members on the wolvhaven discord. if we allowed them to vote, we would be increasing
the size of the parliamentary quorum by 20 times with most of these people hardly ever playing
on the server anyway. and these people would be voting on incredibly important issues such as
tax, citizen’s right, constitutional issues. In parliament, this is not a problem, since it takes effort
to be in attendance, effort which most people don't bother with. And the unelected citizens who
do come are the ones who want to contribute and are somewhat more trustworthy. But making
voting so incredibly accessible to people who may not have even heard of parliament before
would most likely lead to chaos. And i understand that there are control measures such as the
senate and the executive
The SPEAKER:  please come to your closing remarks asap…
minebuilder1223: But if every decision gets shot down because we cannot trust the vote, then
there is no point for the house of representatives anyway. We are left with 3 options at this
juncture. extend to 10 mins pls
The SPEAKER: Please finish quickly. Approved.
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minebuilder1223: We are left with 3 options at this juncture. 1. Keep the status quo of entirely
physical parliament. 2. Move to full discord parliament 3. Have a hybrid between physical and
discord. We have already investigated option 3 extensively, and that was the option i full
supported for a long while, but it became increasingly clear that this would not be feasible It
would increase the workload on parliament secretaries. And we simply cannot find a good way
of carrying this out. Therefore after looking extensively at this option with respect to both the
executive and the government, we decided we simply have to rule this out. Therefore it is only
between no change or full discord parliament. If we ramin with the status quo, the current
attendance figures and the trend of parties in parliament suggest that this format of parliament is
no longer sustainable. One of the major reasons this election was more competitive was entirely
because of the prospect of discord parliament. If we move to discord parliament, we simply
cannot let non-elected members vote. Otherwise parliament could not function properly
The SPEAKER: thank you. that was exactly 10 minutes. next, devin
DevinBrantley: ty mr speaker. i would like to speak now to continue on some other thoughts
and idea presents already.i do agree with mibu that discord parliament is likely the only option
but it would result in only mp being able to vote.i find this not to be a viable option as well,
because of the voting system for parties. you only vote for the party, not the actual mp. I
understand that each party has similar thoughts with each member but this is a problem that i
feel should take consideration
Mirai50: I would like to thank honourable member minebuilder for his speech. I do agree that
ideally, there should be a hybrid, but in reality it is not possible. On the positive side, having a
parliament is still a unique cultural aspect of WH. It will change but this tradition won't be
removed. So I do believe that given the situation that doesn't permit what's ideal, a discord
parliament would be the best feasible option
PLaNKTheNoOB: Thank you mr speaker. I agree with honourable member minebuilder1223
that not many people take the bother to come here and sit but I do believe that attendance
wouldn't change so much even if the sessions were held on discord. I do believe this basing on
two factors. first of all not everyone is online always and secondly many of the 214 verified
members won't take the bother to follow parli channel. I'm sure it will end in this way
minebuilder1223: and you base this on what evidence?
PLaNKTheNoOB: this is a fact. see how many verified are on at the moment
The SPEAKER: please finish asap
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PLaNKTheNoOB: if we take the second option, then we should change voting system and
increase number of mps
ohuehue: Thank you Mr Speaker. I will keep this short. I have 2 suggestions. 1. To have the
parliament more spreaded out and have more sessions on Discord. For this, the parliament
would be held every one month instead of every 2 weeks. people can also consolidate their
thoughts and consideration and discuss so as to shorten the time wasted here 2. To widen the
group of people who can vote. I understand that MP are able to vote. MPs are the only ones
that can vote if that becomes a reality but what if we allow more active players who wants to get
involved instead of oppressing the whole public. this way, this does not go against the right of
being heard. as well as being able to allow more players to be involved. To my knowledge,
some players don’t come for parliament because it can be very tiring. Hence I feel that my
suggestions are pretty valid
DevinBrantley: Thank you mr speaker. i would like to acknowledge something on kevin's first
option. you acknowledged by holding physical parliament less often and to allow most of
everyone on discord to have a wider range of people to vote. i think it would be a somewhat
viable option. But again, there are no guarantees those players are active. i liked the idea of
physical parliament because as stated earlier, it takes quite a bit of effort at attend to. i feel that
if you allow everyone to vote that would be destroyed. i feel that a version of this option that
would be viable is to have much more things voted on at physical in those 1 month intervals.
The SPEAKER: seeing as time for this bill is up, could you keep it brief?
DevinBrantley: specifically those items that are more important that require people who put
effort into being here, i think that more important things and things and more bills should be in
physical parli
The SPEAKER: The Question is adding the senior mod rank, allow mods to promote citizens,
and allow parliament on discord.
Question put to the House and agreed on.
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Statute Amendment Bill
A

BILL
TO
Amend the statute book to allow for the addition of the Senior Moderator rank, allow for
moderators to promote players to the rank of citizen and allow for parliamentary proceedings to
be conducted on a digital platform.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. “Statute book” refers to the document pursuant to part 1, section a, subsection i of
the WolvHaven Statute Act, 2018
b. All definitions included in the statute book apply equally to this act with
exception to those which are otherwise amended in this act.
2. Amendments
a. The statute book is amended as follows.
b. In Part I;
i.
Section B, subsection 2.11 for “WolvHaven High Council” substitute
“Executive Council of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven”.
c. In Part II;
i.
Section A, subsection 1 after “[Moderator]” insert “<[Senior Moderator]”.
ii.
Section A, subsection 1 at the end insert“1.3. [Senior Moderator] may be shortened to [SrMod]. These
shall be understood as one and the same.”
iii.
Section A, subsection 5.2 for “[Moderator]” substitute “[SrMod]”.
iv.
Section A at the end insert“11. Promotion to [SrMod] shall be at the discretion of the
President with the approval of the Council.
11.1. Players are required to hold the rank of [Moderator]
or equivalent to be considered for promotion to [SrMod].
11.1.1. This requirement may be void with the
unanimous approval of the candidate by the
council.”
v.
Section A, subsection 8 for “[Admin]” substitute “[Moderator]”.
d. Section C of Part II is omitted.
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3. Discontinuation of Physical Parliament sessions
a. Sessions of Parliament shall be held on discord other than in circumstances
detailed in subsection b.
b. The ceremonial proceedings of the state opening of Parliament shall be
conducted on the server.
4. Extent
a. This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven
5. Commencement
a. All sections of this act shall come into operation on the day it is passed.
6. Short Title
a. This act may be cited as the Statute Amendment Act, 2019.
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19302
Teleportation Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: onward to the third bill: on Teleportation, by mopsi. Does the proposer wish to
speake?
The PRIME MINISTER: Yes. THank you Mr Speaker. The usage of the /tpa commands and
who gets access to it has been discussed without end on Wolvhaven for many years. This
government believes it should be the right of all citizens to use the /tpa command. This
government believes a fee of $10 per teleportation request is a good base fee which can be
adjusted in the future. Taking into account other planned reforms to the economy, including a
general decrease in the total amount of money in the economy, we think that a fee lower than
what was discussed last term will be better in the long term. This government believes that
builders should be exempt from the teleportation fee as an alternative form of payment for their
contribution to this server not only by building infrastructure but also by commenting and
critiquing on other player’s builds. This government believes this bill will be a great achievement
for citizens rights and will allow for greater mobility throughout Wolvhaven.
PLankTheNoOB: Thank you Mr Speaker. a question to the proposer. who should be classified
as builder and on what criteria?
The PRIME MINISTER: Thank you mr speaker. Is this an honest question? I have serious
doubts that the member has read and fully understood the bill.
PLaNKTheNoOB: yes, why shouldn't it be?
The PRIME MINISTER: may I suggest to the member that he shall read the definitions section
of the bill
DevinBrantley: tyms. i would like to ask something that may be considered. are you proposing
that you pay the same amount despite if you are in pangaea or gardellia? the accessibility of
getting around this fee varies and i feel that pricing may be changed in certain ways based on
the world or area
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The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. As was discussed without end in the tpa reform bill channel. it is
not possible to implement variable fees. it is a flat fee. you have the fee for some players or you
can exempt some players with a specific permission node
DevinBrantley: tyms. i understand that that problem is in the way of doing that. that still does
not eliminate the problem. i fine this system therefore somewhat flawed or uneven
The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. there may be no solution to it. but this is as good it is gonna get
so the question is: Does the member want to have tpa or does he not
The SPEAKER: anyone else? no responses? does mirai wish to speak?
Mirai50: No, honorable member disr0m
The SPEAKER: hence, this bill is now adjourned for the second reading
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Teleportation Bill
A

BILL
TO
Reform the current teleportation system to allow for a more connected Wolvhaven.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. “Citizen” refers to players of the rank Citizen and above.
b. “Request” refers to the teleport request that is created as a result of the running
of a tpa command.
c. “Requester” refers to the player who runs a tpa command.
d. “Staff” refers to players holding the rank Helper and above.
e. “Builder” refers to players who hold the Architect or Engineer rank.
f. “Tpa commands” refers to the /tpa and /tpahere commands.
g. “Party teleport” refers to the MCMMO party teleportation feature.
h. “PR Rank” refers to the proposed Permanent Resident rank.
i. “Tpa cancel” refers to the /tpacancel command.
2. Tpa commands permissions
a. Citizens shall be given access to the tpa commands.
b. A fee of ten dollars shall be charged to the requester should their teleport request
be accepted.
i.
Staff and Builders are exempt from the fee.
ii.
The fee may be changed at the discretion of the president at any time
without notice.
iii.
Who is exempt from the fee may be changed at the discretion of the
president at any time without notice.
c. All players shall have their access to the party teleport feature relinquished.
d. Citizens shall be given access to tpa cancel.
3. Abuse of command
a. Individuals who abuse the tpa command may be denied access to the command
at the discretion of Staff.
4. Permanent Residents
a. Should the PR Rank be implemented, permanent residents shall be allowed to
accept and deny teleportation requests but not initiate them.
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5. Extent
This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven.
6. Implementation
All sections come into force 7 days after it receives approval from the president.
7. Short Title
This act may be cited as the Teleportation Act, 2019.
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19303
Central Fund Account and Spending Tracking Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: next up, the Central Fund Account and Spending Tracking Bill by mopsi. the
proposer may introduce his bill.
The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. It is my pleasure to introduce this bill to the house which will allow
for centralized storing of tax funds in a neutral account and will allow citizens to track what tax
money is spent on.
The SPEAKER: anyone wish to give their input? None? then this bill is adjourned to the next
session.
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Central Fund Account and Spending Tracking Bill
A

BILL
TO
Provide a centralised account to store tax funds and the proper measures to enable Government
spending to be tracked and audited.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Establishing a Central Fund Account
a. A Central Fund Account named “Tax_Account” shall be established.
b. All tax funds shall be paid to this account.
c. All Government spending shall come from this account
d. All existing tax funds shall be sent to this account.
2. Government spending shall be tracked and audited
a. All Government spending shall be recorded in the Government Spending Sheet.
b. The balance of the Central Fund Account shall be recorded at the beginning and
end of each month in the WH Government Spending Spreadsheet.
3. Approved spending
a. The following may spend money on behalf of the government:
b. The President,
c. The Prime Minister,
d. The Minister of Finance Trade and the Economy.
4. Extent
a. This Act extends to the whole of WolvHaven.
5. Commencement
a. All sections of this act shall come into operation upon the approval of the
President and Prime Minister.
6. Short Title
a. This act may be cited as the Central Fund Account and Spending Tracking Act,
2019.
7. Attachments
a. A1 - Government Spending Sheet
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19304
Overall Balance Tax Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: seeing as we have three bills remaining. the speaker calls for a five minute
break for refreshments
The PRIME MINISTER: why? not needed
The SPEAKER: alright then. Continuing
The PRIME MINISTER thirsty bitch.I withdraw.
The SPEAKER: Overall Balance Tax Bill by mopsi. mopsi may speak first
The PRIME MINISTER tyms. Economic reform and a possible economy reset have been
discussed without end on the Wolvhaven server for years. No proposed plan has ever been
implemented leading to the Stagnation of the Wolvhaven economy and the loss of interest in the
survival aspect of the server. This government believes that this phased implementation tax
plan will work to level the economic playing field without requiring a hard reset.
The SPEAKER: that was quick. anyone replying?
The PRIME MINISTER: give some time to process
[The SPEAKER:: does anyone want to speak?
The PRIME MINISTER: nope
The SPEAKER alright, this bill is adjourned to the next session
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Overall Balance Tax Bill
A

BILL
TO
Provide for the imposition and collection of Overall Balance Tax and for matters connected
therewith

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. “Tax Brackets” refers to the Google Sheet attached in A1 that specifies the
different tax brackets or levels for players within a certain balance amount.
b. “Central Fund Account” refers to the central server account used for storing funds
gained through various taxes.
c. “Authority” refers to the (Staff Team)
2. Tax Enforcement
a. Tax enforcement shall be classified as REA-M and thus shall be enforced every
month.
b. Every player shall be automatically placed into a tax bracket based on their
overall balance. The according tax rate is multiplied with their balance and that
amount is subtracted.
3. Rates shall be changed in set phases
a. The rate of taxation for each tax bracket shall change in accordance with a fixed
schedule. The rate of taxation shall begin with 1% from the first taxable tax
bracket, with an increment at a percentage of the preceding taxable bracket’s rate.
This increment shall be:i.
1.15% for the first 2 Months of implementation. Thereafter, it shall be
changed to;
ii.
1.1% for the subsequent 2 Months thereafter; and
iii.
1.05% for the subsequent 2 Months thereafter; and
iv.
1.02% thereafter until changed by the Authority.
4. President shall have authority in changing phased schedule
a. The president shall be given the power to delay or expedite, under any
circumstances, the phased implementation of the taxation rate as defined in
section 3 of this Act.
5. Tax funds shall go to the Central Fund Account
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6.
7.

8.
9.

a. The money collected from the taxes shall be placed in the Central Fund Account
pursuant to the Central Fund Account and Spending Tracking Act, 2019.
Extent
a. This Act extends to the whole of WolvHaven.
Commencement
a. All sections of this act shall come into operation upon the approval of the
President and Prime Minister.
Short Title
a. This act may be cited as the Overall Balance Tax Act, 2019.
Attachments
a. A1 - Tax Brackets
b. A2 - Tax Plugin
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19305
Passive Income Adjustment Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: onward. Passive Income Adjustment Bill by mopsi. Shoot. just go
The PRIME MINISTER: tyms. In combination with other re-balancing in the economy, this
government believes a reduction of passive income is necessary. This government believes it is
crucial to reduce the amount of money being added to the economy to stop the rampant inflation
currently happening. Players should not be paid large sums of money for doing nothing on the
server.
The SPEAKER: anyone want to reply?
The PRIME MINISTER:: no? Alright. bill adjourned
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Passive Income Adjustment Bill
A

BILL
TO
Adjust the amount of passive income players receive

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. “Earning rate” refers to the rate at which players are credited for a set period of
time and its limits
b. “Online time” refers to the amount of time spent online at a time
2. Adjusted Passive Income Rate
a. Players shall earn $5 for every 30 minutes of non-afk online time, at a maximum
of $20 every 24 hours.
3. Presidential Powers
a. The President shall be given the authority to adjust the earning rate as
provisioned in Clause 2a of this act at any time, where reasonable, to better
coincide with the state of the server economy at the time of adjustment.
4. Extent
a. This Act extends to the whole of WolvHaven.
5. Commencement
a. All sections of this act shall come into operation upon the approval of the
President and the Prime Minister.
6. Short Title
a. This act may be cited as the Passive Income Adjustment Act, 2019.
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19306
Admin Shops Prices Bill

Debate:
The SPEAKER: last one Admin Shops Prices Bill by mopsi. you know what to do
The PRIME MINISTER Thank you, Mr Speaker. This bill seeks to implement robust,
standardized pricing to admin shops. Due to various resets and new plugins, there are many
items which players can currently not purchase in Wolvhaven. This bill combined with the
construction of admin shops will ensure that a shortage can not occur. Also, it gives us an
alternative to jobs plugin.
The SPEAKER: alright any opinions on admin shops?
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Admin Shops Prices Bill
A

BILL
TO
Set standardized prices for admin shops in Wolvhaven.

Be it enacted by the President of the Federal Republic of WolvHaven, by and with the advice and consent
of the Senate and Representatives, in this parliament assembled, and by authority of the same, as follows -

1. Definitions
a. “Price Sheet” refers to the Google Sheet attached in A1 that specifies the price of
all items obtainable in survival Minecraft.
2. Standard Prices for Admin Shops
a. Use the Price Sheet to standardize the prices for items in Admin Shops.
b. Allow the executive branch to change prices as required without notice.
3. Extent
a. This act extends to the whole of WolvHaven.
4. Commencement
a. All sections of this act shall come into operation on the day it is passed.
5. Short Title
a. This act may be cited as the Admin Shops Prices Act, 2019.
6. Attachments
a. A1 - Price List
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Questions without Notice
The SPEAKER: alright. on to questions anyone have them? no?

Motions
The SPEAKER: on to motions. since there are no tabled motions. anyone want to table any?
PLaNKTheNoOB: ty mr speaker. I propose to have a public referendum whereter only mps
should vote or anyone that follows the sessions
The SPEAKER: anyone want to discuss this further. Plank, do you require a vote
PLaNKTheNoOB: yes I do require a vote, I said no about adding anything else
The SPEAKER: do you wish the house to vote on your proposal. Alright. hold a public
referendum whether only MPs should vote or anyone that follows the sessions
Question put to the House and disagreed on.

General Debate
The SPEAKER: onward to general debate. no bobbing in 30 seconds means adjournment vote
The SPEAKER: the question is should parliament be adjourned
Question put to the House and agreed on.
Parliament dismissed at 16 01.
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